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The menu of Taipei Bistro from San Gabriel includes 26 meals. On average, meals or drinks on the menu cost
about $7.6. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What User likes about Taipei Bistro:

that is a beautiful little ma pa restaurant. the side shell is really nice when they order the combos. the fishball
soup is really good, one of the few places that has actually fishballs that taste like fish. the chop meat in the

nudel and rice is a little unconsistent, sometimes good, other scalp salty. the steamed fish and stinking tofu are
also delicious dishes. read more. The restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair

or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about Taipei Bistro:
very expensive for quality and quantity. darm vermicelli is really good! oyster vermicelli was lukewarm and meh.

green plank pancake was AWFUL...Maked like nan with minimal green bevel. I live naan. but not if I expect
Taiwanese green twill pancakes. stinky tofu was hardly stinky. was a bit too sweet. drunken chicken was

good....but came in 4 ginorms instead of nice cut as expected. oyster omelet was meh. read more. In case you're
craving some fiery South American cuisine, you're in the right place: delightful dishes, cooked with fish,

seafood, and meat, but also corn, beans, and potatoes are in the menu, and you can look forward to the tasty
typical seafood cuisine. In the end, the environment also matters: In this context, the bistro with its idyllic small
size can create the suitable inviting atmosphere, Many visitors are particularly looking forward to the versatile,

flavorful Chinese cuisine.
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Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Chicke�
POPCORN CHICKEN

Desser�
PANCAKE

Sid� Order
BROWN RICE

A l� cart�
S1. JUICY BOILED FREE RANGE
CHICKEN A LA CARTE $9.0

S2. VEGETABLE RICE A LA CARTE $3.8

Taiwanes� Tapa�
P2. STEAMED STINKY SPICY TOFU $8.0

P1. FRIED STINKY TOFU $8.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SOUP

Hous� Specialt�
H13. BRAISED PORK IN BROWN
SAUCE $10.0

H2. BRAISED NOODLE SOUP $10.0

H1. TRADITIONAL MINCED MEAT
RICE $9.0

Appet�er�
A2. BOILED VEGETABLES $7.0

A3. TOSSED SOY BEAN SPROUTS $6.0

A1. TOSSED CUCUMBER $6.0

FRIED TOFU

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

TOFU

TRAVEL

CHICKEN

BEEF

EGG

CHILI

TOMATE

WHITE RICE
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